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··Philosophy Core -~equ i"rement change 
possible in Business and A ands. 
By MARY ANN BUESCHER quirement and a 9 hour Theology. re- cited "the fact that alumni surveys 
NeWI &18H writer · · quirement. At the later Council of have shown that philosophy· is the . 
Two recent meetings of University Arts & ~ciences meeting, however, discipline which has proved "most 
aeademic-committees have voted in Fr. Kennealy, Assistant Dean for valuable-indicating that it is ser-' 
favor of reducing the number .of Art§..& Sciences, indicated that the ving well and should not. be 
philosophy courses required by the Theology requirement would not be tampered with." She further added 
Core Curriculum. changed at this time because of an that schools which resisted the "fads 
. . At its March 31 meeting, the agreement made between Fr. Bren- of the 60's" in. relation to re-
. Board of Undergraduate Studies nan and Fr. Klein last spring. quirements now· "enjoy a strong 
(BUGS) voted to acc~pt a request . Several members of BUGS were position." Furthermore, "Catholic 
from Dr. Hailstone, dean of the firmly committed.to maintciining the parents are willing to sacrifice to 
College of Business Administration, present core. Elena Blair, assistant send their children to schools with a 
to reduce the philosophy c.ore from professor of Philosophy, wrote a strong emphasis on principles." 
.15 hours to nine for its Business memo. to Rev. John N. ·Felten, ·Blair criticized Hailstone's 
College students. The Council of Chairman of BUGS, outlining her proposa~. for its lack of "in.trinsic 
Arts and Sciences voted 11-4-5 to position. · reasons. The only ri:asons cited by 
adopt a motion to reduce the ~lair argued that a Catholic un- the pro.~osal for t~e change are the . 
philosophy core to 12 hours for Arts iversity's "identity and distinc- students cro-:vded sched~l~ .and the ,; J 
and Sciences students at its April 13 tiveness" come from hiloso h and nee~ for curriculum flex~btltty to be '", 
t . Wh · · P. p y achieved by more electives accor- . mee mg. atever act10n will be theology courses. Phtlosophy leads . . . ' . 
taken on th!=se ·recommendations to the accomplishments· of two goals dmg_ 1? ~lair. Nowher~ 1~ the doc~- s1a11 Photo by RICK BEAGLE 
presently rests in the ha~ds of Rev .. of a Catholic university: I) ~~nt .•s •t proved, Blair sta:~~· th~ Even ·the Logan Chemistry Building looks attractive 'when surrounded by 
Francis Brennan, Vice-president-for graduating· meri and. women with ·a :. , e ec~tve_s are a more essen ta nee Spring. 
Academic Affairs .. ,. --,'c' 7 _,_,., - ·: reasoned· con·ce1Jfion: Of'-life · ah"Cl'"'a'·~~ai:i.~.,more . .valup~*·-:-~ltap_th!!,..ac.t~l .. , · .... • .. _,, -,_., ·~··- -- · , 
Dr. H_ailstone's ·proposal to sense of social responsibility for phdos.ophy courses. · 
BUGS•called for a reduction in the leadership and service; and 2) . Blair s !lle~o be~an a small-scale .F · . d • s . h I · · · · 
. philosophy core from fifteen to nine providing an education which opens d~bate with .associate professor of re 1n.. c . 0 a rs 
hours. During the discussion at the all kinds of possibilities. Blair con-. biol?gy • Dr. ~!an Hedeen_. H~deen 
meeting; thre.e positions emerged: I) tinues that fifteen hours are barely rephed to _Blatrs cha!"ctertzatton of . c·h os· en· for. '76-'77 
ltavethe requirements as they are at sufficient to acquaint a student with th~ student of n~~e hours of 
15 hours; 2) accept the proposal the totally new discipline of . phtlosophy as . a ~ontemporar~ 
reducing the core to nine hours of philosophy · since· no previous sla~e ... happy ~tth h.•s paycheck 
philosophy; or 3) vote for some type preparation is made in. high school. notmg that he ~1mself1saproductof 
of compromise. The final _vote As extrinsic reasons for leaving such an education. Hedeen quoted a 
favored ~ 12 hour Philosophy re- the requirements as they are, Blair Phlloeophy to page 5 
Pollock l)rg-es letter-w.riting campaign 
By BOB WILKING 
NeWI StaH Writer 
· An extensive letter writing cam-
paign is needed in order to insure the 
success of the Ohio Instructional 
Grant Program (0.1.G.), according 
to Charles Pollock, director of stu-
dent aid. At present, the· emergency. 
program is deadlocked in the Ohio 
·General Assembly, and.the situation 
now.· .isn't promising unless the 
members of the Assembly are made 
·aware of the public support of this 
bill. Sophomore · Jack Diamond · 
heads a Student Government com-
mittee to proinote letter writing. 
The Ohio Instructional Grant· 
. ·Program is a financial assistan~e 
program that is available to Oh10 
Residents who are full-time students 
at an Ohio college or university par-
ticipating in this program. Studen~s 
eligible for the aid must have a fami-
ly income below S 17 ,000. At present, 
there is a shortage of $8 million, and . 
this supplemental bill introduced in 
the Assembly . is intended to 
eliminate the shortage. Further in-
formation on the 0.1.G. can be seen 
on the Financial Aid bulletin board 
across from the bookstore. 
There are basically two reasons 
this legislation is not getting through 
the Assembly. The first is that there 
have· been more· applications than 
anticipated for this financial 
assistance. Because of this, more 
funds are needed in order to finance 
the increased demand. The second 
reasons is that because of budgetary 
belt-tightening by the legislators, 
programs like medicare, welfare, 
and corrections tend•to receive their 
primary attention ~bile bills like'the 
OJ.G. are dealt with at a later time. 
This is where the letter writing comes 
in. Pollock stresses that by writing 
letters to your, state legislator,. you 
can influence him or her int!J serious-
ly considering this bill now and 1nak-· 
ing it a major issue. 
Pollock said that up until April 22, 
1977. incoming and enrolled students 
at Xavier are currently enrolled: in 
the 0.1.G. program. He said that if 
the program cannot be saved, Xavier 
will pick up the expense for a while 
by financing up to half of the loan. 
The university has a reserve of$45,-
000 right now; but it may not last 
long. · 
The prime sponsor of the· 
supplemental 0.1.G. bill is Rep. 
Marcus A Roberto .(D-Ravenria). 
Co-sponsors of the bill are Rep, 
. David Hartley (D-Springfield), Rep~ 
William E. Hinig (D-New 
Philadelphia), and Rep.·. Irene . B . 
Smart (D-Canton). Donald J. Pease 
· (0-0berlin), arid' David W. Johnson 
(R-North Canton) will sponsor and 
co-spon1ior the . bill,· respectively, 
· Po11ock '° P111• a 
By PAM·ROLANDELI 
NeWI StaH Writer 
75% of the program costs for four 
students over a period of one year. 
The students themselves have to 
On July 1, four Xavier students provide about $1500 of their won 
will begin a year of study at the money. Applicants for the 
Cours de Civilisation Francois a la scholarship must be at least Juniors 
Sorbonne in Paris, France. Jean when the program begins. 
Markgraf, Bruce Paul, Rita Upon arrival in . France, the 
Schoenfdd, and Jim Kenkel were students will meet with a Parisian 
. chosen by a reviewing . board of couple who will assist in registration, 
faculty . and administrators in settling in the dorms, and a general 
December to receive the Fredin orientation of the country. 
Memorial Scholarship. The deci- During July, August, and 
sion, according to Father Kennealy, September, the students will par-
Fredin committee chairman, was ticipate in an intensive language 
based on enthusiasm and interest program. · ~nowledge of the 
_ s~ow" in the French language and. language is not a requi.rement,.and 
c.ultu~e, .and a . basic skill in therefore; the program I i.s divided 
·linguistics. into various levels of 'difficulty in 
The fund supporting the program order ·to accomodate . ·students of 
has been in· existence since 1964 ·varying facility in the language . 
. when it was established by Aliene In October, •the academic year 
Fredin 'in commemmoration of her · begins. Students are. ,re9uir!!d to 
father. It 'provides' for approximately· Fred In to page 12 
~·.-..~ .. 
Stall Photo br RICK •EAG!.Z 
On Friday. April 23. ihe News held an intel'View with Rev. Robert .w. Mul-
ligan·. President of the University. See page 1,1 for recorded portions of the in· 
tervie,w. 
THE EXTRAVAGANZA IS COMING!!! 
THE X-TRAVAGANZA IS COMING!!! 
Mark it on your calendar NOW. May 8, 1976.Tell your friends to do 
the same for no one wants to miss being a part of the 1976 Family Day 
festivities. Activities for the entire family, fun for you and friends with 
Casino Night topping off this revolutionary extravaganza. · 
Student tickets are $3.00 with 52.00 returned in chips to be used for 
refreshments or at the casino. Tickets may be purchased in advanee 
from Jean Murphy, 74.S-3127 James Beischel 941-6669 or that night. 
Make your plans NOW. May 8, 1976. Get into the revolutionary spirit 
and become part of Family Day. · · 
• • • 
Former Peace Corps volunteer Cheryl Pavlik, who served for-two · 
years in Thailand, will visit the Xavier University campus from Thurs-
day, April 29 through Friday, April 30 in an effort to talk with students 
interested in applying their s~i!I~ ~':erseas as a Peace Corps volunteer · 
or as a VISTA (Y.olunteers in Service to America) volunteeHn tlie u:s: ' 
Currently employed by ACTION, the federal agency for volunteer 
service, Ms. Pavlik will conduct interviews at the General Placement 
Office on the ground floor of the University Center to explain various 
Peace Corps and VISTA volunteer opportunities to graduating 
seniors and grad students. · . 
• • • 
Stellatano -new Manresa director ... 
By JIM ·y ALLMADGE o~n~ti~~~: ~rogram designed to ~When one considers thedram~tic 
. 1111 llM- DIMIOr provide the incoming freshmen with changes that take. place. in an ·in-·• 
.. Each Manresa program has a relatively informal environment in dividual's life during the course ofa~ 
become less a program and more an which. to examine spiritual values summer, it is very difficult to return 
experi.ence," · said. Roccina and establish new relationships. to Xavier and just "pick up" where . 
Stellatano; newly appointed director Stellatai:io said, "The value of the · you left off, Stellatano . said~ · .. A 
.of the J976 Manresa. After par~ Manresa program lie~ in its initia- program like Manresa offers the in-· 
ticipating in the program as a tion of incoming freshmen into the .dividual · an opportunity -'to re-
freshmari and playing a key role in spiritual and social community at examine his or her beliefs, directions 
the ·structuring of last year's Xavier." She believes thisis best ac- and goals." She added Manresa oc-' 
program, Stellatano believes the per- complished by involving all levels of curs before the pressuri:s of the 
sonal experiences that occur during the· Xavier community. "Manresa is school year begin . and - therefore 
Manresa transcend the structured a progoim that is given for students offers a relatively uncomplicated set-
programmed experience. It is the by students, in this way is always in ting in which to reflect. -
personal experiences of Manresa direct contact\yith the needs of the · Stellatano said she will be holding 
that sets it apart from· the other participants." - an introductory ineeting on Tues- . 
orientation programs at Xavier in Upperclassmen participation, day, May 4, at 2:00 p;m. in Breen 
Stellatano's.view. · Stellatano feels, . is not only Lodge. The meeting is designed to 
The Manresa program· is in its beneficial for the incoming compile the names and summer ad-
J4th year at Xavier. It is scheduled . freshmen, but· also for the up- dressesofupperclassmenwhoarein-
for September before orientation. perclassmen themselves. She sees terested in working on Manresa and · 
Manresa takes its name and point of Manresa as .. offering returning provide an opportunity for everyone 
departure from a Spanish town . students an opportunity to re- . to ask questions. All those interested .. 
where St. Ignatius went for. medita- . establish ties with the Xavier com- ·in _Manresa who cannot attend the 
tion while seeking his future direc- · · munitfas. well as re-evaluating their Tuesday meeting are asked to con-.. 
tion. At Xaiver, Man"sa is jl.pn:'T, outlop",c;iq <;;~ri•ti~iti~y,., .. ,·~ 1 .tact.~~ellatano at 48J.-03JO. 
" # • ·.:~r•)rT:-.·1'11.·":<·"'-•""•-~······~""""""!1'" 
Bre.en:.staff cho·sen for 76-77 
. Economics Club's annual picnic will be held ori'Sunday, May 2 By:RAV L. EBOWSKI 
m the afternoon at Dr. Zimmerman's house. For more mtormat1on . ,. of women and programs of general interest to the Xavier community. 
S~ea,~lled: it··:·a .fine resour~e center 
th@feo.uld .. be,even better." Farst:-year 
chemistry student Briede said she 
likes the concept of a women's 
center, and that this would beagood 
way to get involved on campus. Both 
sbe and Stellatano commented on 
the difficulty of commuters trying to 
their common interest "helping men 
and women interested in activities." call Kathy Mahoney a.t }4S-~791 or Dr. Zimmerman in his offi.ce.i:-.)L?.' I . ~ . . . r· 1111" Writer 
The third ann~ai's~nior Pa;/i; Schott Jesuit R~~id~nte: ~·iil'~he~' i. Ji''rhe''..~~(:een ·L0'!:Ci Women's · ~ahoney iuma,narized the general feeling among the new staff as being 
one of adding to current programs, 
rather than instituting major 
changes. She expressed optimism 
~eld tomorrow, Friday, April 30, from 8:00 to II :00 p.m. Beer, peanuts h::ou::n ::::t::' Nor 1976-7,7 
m the s'1ell, and the f~mous Schott dining room will provide the at- residents will be ·c· 3xt l~ s 
mosphere for a good· time and some relaxed talk about the years at X. Kathy Mahone Re 
1i~ay M ri e, 
now ~lmost gone or the years ahead. Seniors are welcome to drop in Ka thy Nied y, gd R org}ln, . about the Free University program 
in particular. Stellatano had reser-
vations about the poorly-attended 
faculty /student. Brown Bag 
Lunches, Nieder supported the self-
defense and Women's Week 
programs. Morgan felt there was 
roo~ for expansion of programs, es-
pec.1ally to get more people involved. 
any time or stay the whole time er, an · occma 
. ~ • • Stellatano. 
"The Musketeer," Xavier's yearbook, is looking for an editor and. 
staff members for the 1976-77 edition. Anyone interested in working 
on the yearbook should call Mary Ann Wedig at 931-6296: · 
••• 
\\'.OUldn't you like to see Dave Falk in his first stage appea;ance at 
Xavier? ~lso, Clare F~rrell, und~r the alias of Hester, is rumored to be 
pregnant. If Y.ou are interested 10 these and other developments, see. 
George Washington Slept Here at the University Center Theatre this 
weekend and next. X.U. students are admitted free so you might as w~! . . ' 
• • • 
David Cook, son '!f Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Cook.of Loveland, has 
~een offered an app~mtment to 'Yest Point. David, a J 975 graduate of 
Lov~land Hurst High. School, IS currently a freshman at Xavier. 
David, who graduat~ m the. top S% of his high, school class, was a 
me~ber of th~ varsity tenn15 and golf teams, as well as the Inter-
nat1o~al Thesp~n Society. He looks forward to a career invoiving in-
ternational relations. 
••• 
Who says student activism is dead? When the Threee Stooges were 
taken off the local television stati~nrecently, about 30 University of 
Maryland students launched a dnve to have the series restored on 
C~annel 20 (WDCA-TV). A spokesperson for Stu~ents for Stooges 
said that. hundreds ·of students watched the program reguiarly. 
"Students m dorms all over camp~s sot together to watch," said Steven 
Crockett. '7~ey have such a big following here that the program 
d~rea.sed soc~l life on campus." WDCA has agreed to restore the 
senes if there 1s enough viewer demand. 
-C.P.S. 
at 
r; WAYNESVILLE 
/Sport-Parachute Club 
ONLY club iii area with 
ground~student radio while 
descending 
Claaaea • 11 A.M. · 
· Wed. • Sat. • Sun. 
Jump tlier..:me day 
. I' .•. 
$39.00 for Training 
and flnt Jump -
JOIN THE 
XU SKYDIVING 
CLUB 
And SAVE $6.00 
IVE! 
The main question asked in inter- participate in campus activities. 
. . vie~~. with t~e five women selecte~ All five were concerned about the 
· was. Why did you apf.}Y to be a res1- ·current image of Breen ·Lodge. 
~en.t of Breen ~odge ... Maho.ney, a Mahoney felt it was one of too much 
Junior economics major, said. ~he emphasis on militant feminism, due 
was ~o~cemed abo~t the Breen im- to Breen's all-female presence on a 
age, which she felt did not reflect the ma le-dominated campus. · · Briede -
~rue pu~pose of what .. sh9uld ~e said "I wouldn't criticise them, but 
e~~~:~~~~~ :Csso:rc; wc~~t~~.~~ it's n?~ my app~oach," of the curre~t 
No definite plans for next year 
have been made yet, since the new 
staff has not met as a group. 
Sophomo"e ·p lit' 1- . .. . . staff, 1t was s~rictly a matter of per-. •'. · o 1ca science major sonal opinion M · d When the issue of "'reverse S~ellata.no said that she wanted to be . . · . organ expr~sse a d · . · · . 
.•' able•to objeC:ti-.y•determine"'her: de~1~e" to bu1Jd.on the.current image, 1scnmmat1on"over-compensation 
Position on the· ·wo· me· n's 11.b.·er. at·a·on. _ .~klJlg all students feel welcome for past inequities by discrimination tliere Stellata ~ It th ff against other· persons was raised, 
movement. "fin not against it, but , .. h. · · no e e.c!-1rrent.sta both Briede and Mahoney felt.it ex-
I'm notcommitted tofeminism "she ,.g thavebeentoopobtical.Nieder · isted and had to be faced. Ne1'ther 
'd · · • aelt some people were turned off by 581 
· what they considered a· "harsh im- Nieder nor Stellatano would venture 
·Nieder, a junior chemical science age." ·an opinion. Morgan felt it was 
~jor; had a different outlook: "I am · The women agreed that the diver- s~metimes necessary under unusual 
· a feminist and proud of it." She likes sity of personalities between them circumstances. 
the idea of a women's center, and would be a help in the appeal of the' The- new staff hopes for greater 
wants to initiate more programs in center to a greater number of per- participation from the Xavier com-
addition to the ones currently iii sons. Stellatano in particular felt ttie munity in its activities next year, 
operation. Morgan, a sophomore 100% changeover in -staff would from both men and women. As 
pre-medicine student, expressed a· help .. Nieder commented that the Regina Morgan said, .. I don't want it 
desire to.~ involved in the concerns .diversity would help, along with to be strictly a women's center." 
Sugflr 111 Spice 
R!eading Road at Victory Parkway 
.. I.' . . . 
I' I! 
OPEN.EVERY.DAY OF THE WEEK 
FOR YOUR DINING PLEASURE 
:·i.,D~~~g,19us.S!\NP1 Wf:·Gffp:$ bR 
I COMPLETE' DINNERS . 
DRO_P, IN AFTER THE MOVIE 
. OR AFTER. THAT .LA TE 
WEEK-END DA TE. 
WE SERVE CINCINNATI'S FINEST PANCAKES AND WAFFLES. 
WHY NOT ENJOY A RELAXING SUNDAY MORNING BREAKFAST 
WITH US. JUST 5 MINUTES FROM ALL XAVIER DORMITORIES. 
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o·raek Week 
vi'ith wvxu· 
Dliring Greek Week, WVXU will 
have a 120 hour music marathon 
and li_ve coverage of . the main 
sport events. The entertainment 
will begin at 2:00 a.m., Monday, 
May 3rd, and will ·run con;. 
. tinuously until 2:00 a.m., Satur-
day, May 8th. . . 
Sporting events to be covered 
will i~clude: The ·Opening 
Ceremony, The Tricycle Race,, 
Push Ball, and the Tug-of-War 
contests .. There will be feature 
reports from the Road · Rally 
Monday night. WVX U will also 
give daily reports on team stan-
dings. . ' 
For folks who favor contem-
:porary music, WVXU will be 
broadcasting every ~oming next 
week . the "FM in the AM" 
program, from 2:00 a.m. to 6:00 
a.m. -
·.· '"· ·: .• ·. --~~·h ~--~ \~r. / ;;~)· P .. 
f€mTfirne 
By ANDREA HOUGH·TRAPP 
,.. .. Guett Writer and. coordinator of the Teilhard 7:30 p.m.: Session I: .. Putting a Cincinnati, OH 4S23 I 
A coi\ference entitled Research Institute, Fordham Un·· finger on the sore spot: The (Phone: S13-S21-691S, for any 
"Feminine/ Masi::ulirie Ministry," iversity; Executive Direetor. of the domination theory in religious ex· questions) . 
sponsored· by the Committee for Foundation for Integrative Educa- perience." For all - both women and men 
Women in Holy ·Orders of the tion, New York City; author of Saturday, May IS -who wish to "dis-cover" more ful-
Episcopal Diocese of Southern Wor(hy is the World: the Hindu 9:00 a.m.: Session II: .. Creative ly and share the·deeper layers of an 
Ohio, will be held May 14-lS at the PhilosophyofSriAurobindo,andof . Love: The. religion of Jesus and issue ever·prese:.1t but often 
Quality Inn of Covington, Ken-· Evolution To ward "Divinity: Neo-Femin.ism." neglected in the Church, this con-
tucky, It will· be a time to explore Tei/hard de Chardin and the Hindu 12:00: Lunch ference promises to ~e both exciting 
with others the meaning and vital Traditions,· now Director of the 1_:30 p.m.: Session III: "Standing and fulfilling. 
importance of. femaleness . and Philosophies Exchan~e. Winston- at the Intersection: The meaning The sponsoring agent, The C~m-
malenessas they pertain to ministry,· . Salem, North Carolina. In addition of the ordained priest hood." mittee for Women in Holy Orders is 
both ·in the latter's broadest· sense to Dr. Bruteau's presentations, there Participants will make their own an active group in the Episcopal 
and in its specifically Christian will be time for · response and room arrangements;_ · rooms are Diocese. It engages in educational 
application; · · · · forward-looking . applications in reserved for attendants until May I. activities dealing with the role of 
The main resource person will be workshops designed · by Louise · · Conference fee ($20.00) includes Fri· women in ministry, part of a larger 
Dr. Beatrice Bruteau, who in the Evani; Edward Burdick, and Ted day dinner, coffee breaks and Satur- network of persons committed to 
past year has tried to help many Blumenstein. · day lunch. 'Anyone interested in this subject. In addition, and more 
Xavier students to understand the · The schedule for the conference is attending should fill out_a card with specifically, the Committee is work-
implications of femiriism and neo- as follows: name, address; enclose check, and ing for the ordination and con-
feminism. in religious experience. Friday, May 14 mail by May JO to: tinuingsupportofwomenseekingto 
Besides her work in.the latter area, · 5:00 p.m.: Registration Connie Lindhjcm be ordained priests in the Episcopal 
Dr .. Bruteau has been the founder. · 6:30 p:m·.:· Dinner · · 618 Doep~e Lane. Church. · 
•.,c .. 
The HP·251 Just $1651' 
\·.· '''· 
.• \, . ·i 
..... ): 
·j ! ! ; 
. ,r _:_ .• ·,· 
' i l . ~ : > \ '· 
i' 
Think of the HP-:25 as. . c~ yo~ ~a~t to noie intermediate answers.: : . And don't forget the best news. The 
' an electronic slide rule·' . '; . And because the keycodes of all prefixed price: The HP-25 WaS an exceptional value at 
you ~an program·com- functions are mecged, the 49-step program · $195; Right nowitS-anout~and-outbargain 
pletely. Th.e reason: It memory can actually store up to 147 key:. · . at $165!' 
solve$ repetit~ve problems strokes. (How's that for a memm)r capaeity!) . The HP:.25. There's never bee:n a calcu-
easily and quickly. ' . ' . ' ' ' What's more, you can store numbers in eight lator with this kind·of c~pability at this kind 
: .~. 
Here's how. Switch to PROM. data registers and perform 72 preprogrammed of a low price before, with HP's name on it. 
· Ente~ the keystrokes you neecho solve -. functions and ·operations (logs, trig, mean . · · And you know whatthat means. Design, · 
your ·problef? once and then flip the PROM.··· · deviations, r~tangular-polar conversions, .. performance and a bade up support system 
switch to RUN. That's it. The ~nly thing you ' SU~l'liations""'.'you name it). Notto mention ' you just cant get anywhere else •. 
have to do for each iteration from,.then on~. · apN logic; fiXed.decimal. scientific and .· . . :The HP-25 is alm0st~rtainly ~vailable 
enter your v&ilaJ:>ies a~d press the R/S (Roll/ . : en~neeiing natation; and much, much more. atyour college l:x:>qkstore. lf not, call 
Stop) key. Jt'sthatsimple.: ·: · · . .:· 'Infact,ifyou.wantedtoknowallthe . 800•538-7922. (ID'Cali£ 800-662·9862) 
· · · . ' The result: Rel)etitiye problems ar~ no HP-25 can do for you it would take a bo<>k toll-free to find out the name of your nearest 
. longer· a repetitive probterli. . . '" ;~But don't worry, we've already written one~ dealer. . · " - · . · .. 
But that's only p~ of the HP-25-story. ,. 125.pages-worth-just chock full of appliea- .. HEWLETT ii P~CKARD 
Here's more'. You ~an ~dd to, .chec~ or edit .. ··. . .. tior\s prOgt~lns an~1problem sol1:1tions~ $uch ; . . , . . . . . _ 
. , . , . twill' ·v.o·uca· n' ·-1-'-wn'teorte•''',. as'PJgebraa_ndNumberTheol'V•Numerical·. ,· ,' , . Dep1.6S8F,l9JIOP.ru"'ridlll!Aven~.~~r11no,CA95014. your progra~1l . . .. ' 11, iUliU . . . . , , , , . . . . . . ~ ,, . ·.r~ , , , 1 , , : ·. S1leund eervace from 172 offacea an 6S couniriea. 
second interrllptioriS iritoy<:'urpr9g!'amil)< : : , r: ·~t~~s. ~tati~t.ia,·~even Oa~~s·. I~:Cl~t,ait······. · . ·suaei1ec1re1•~~~~~:i:,•i1~Af:!~~~,ti~~~i~-n.t1oc.1 11~~!,;, 
'J ,. 
Tllu,_,, Al!rll It, 1171 ~···' 
The Magic Flute: opera made accessib.le 
Opera is notorious for translating . Broadcasting, Network Symphony, 
poorly into a cinematic medium. Its conducted by Eric Ericson), the 
grand, stylized scale crumbles under camera cuts to ·the interior of the 
the penetrating eye of the camera; baroque theatre; a montage of 
film is too realistic, too immediate. audience faces is edited to the over-
The "willing suspension of disbelief' · tu re. Under the photography, every. 
simply doesn't hold when a lens is , face is beautiful and fascinating. The 
focused down a singer's throat at the . final face, at the close of the over-
height of an aria, or matter-of-factly ture, is the portrait ofa faintly amus-
captures a "dying" heroine· or hero · ed ·Momn as his signature is inscrib-
all too energetically passing away. ed across the screen. It's as if he had 
·~-~r~~'.:*~n~~~;t~;~J;,,~~,, -
"" 
cues. The stage m~chinery and chill. Theirpersonalitiesaresculpted 
·. properties are-. delightfully . old- out of their shadowed features. 
fashioned and wryly funny .. Three . Somewhat surprisingly, the 
pages; cherubic street urchins in. musical performances are excellent"~ 
pullover sweaters and newsboy caps;· - on·e doesn't think of.Sweden as a 
ascend and descend via a smoking, hotbed of opera; The material of 
propellor-driven hot-air balloon. . course is - well, Momrt (how does 
The dragon pursuing the hero prince one characterize Moz.art?)-and the 
is a ra.ther cuddly version of Tyran- . singing arid acting quite good, as 
nosaurus Rex; the animals of the well .as the instrumentation, even 
forest who comfort· the prince are though the performers are not names 
. obviously and endearingly of felt, who could pack the M~t. The singing 
even .to the three large furry. bats _ overpowers the instrumentation, 
hanging upside down from the upper aesthetically necessitated by all the 
reaches of the stage. close-ups, which is regrettable but 
eminently forgiveable. By being c 
But these touchesofScandinavi3n translated into Swedish, the. opera 
camp serve only to-punctuate some ' has suffered a bit =--·swedish simply 
'\ · stunningly dramat.ic staging. 'As the . i's riot so· melodious"as'simg German 
opera's aura of. mystery intensifies, - but this, too, is easily overlooked; 
· so Bergman gradually expands the · · Bergman's versio'n of The Magic 
field of action. Much of the filming Flute is opera not only made more 
of the temple and ordeal scenes must .accessible; but given a new, 
have been done elsewhere, but are · breathtakingly near perspective. It is 
cleverly edited so that the characters . thus a film ·for novices and 
seem to walk back out onstage; The aficianados alike. Y.ou have until 
lighting for these sequences is May 4 to see it at the Beacon Hill 
superb, as the characters move· Cinema~ Blue Ash Road, in Deer 
;1itirough the darkness in W!irnt red or Park . 
. fgolden light, or-are bathed in cold · 
-Anita Buck 
Fi.blue during moments of -spiritual 
. ;!~.·-:· ' Tamino and Pamina pause in conversation before entering the Tria s of \ . . . . . - Rick. Beagle 
Fire ancf Water in_ a scene from Mozart's The Magii Flute by Ingmar :~;:,,:,~-;-.:\/'>> 
Be~::~er, Ingmar Bergman, in his given his mark of approval. k/ ::_;_d:~_·. · 
film adaptation ... of Momrt•s: last_ Bergman is· careful to keep the ;:,;.> ''• • · · ,;;;_; · 
opera, The Magic Flute; overcomes opera's action onstage~ His in_itial ~:(!J--.< :;.;\C: 
!~i~~;~~~:i-~~!:::.i'::iiW: ~~~~~; ~::::o~~~~~~C::~~~ ~~d~e~~~;;t;a~r •-·•I.L'f' ~~fi): 
f~n:~a~~cs!~~~n~,~~:et~:e~~~:~rest :~e;°:n~l:~~ a~:~: ::i!~i[:;::; ~--~:=~:~=2=~~';:_•;7 _ 
The film opens with. · Sven impossible iri staged oper.a. But we 
Nykvist's magnificent photography, are never allowed to forget that this 
onto the grounds of the. old circus is theatre: the eamera periodically 
building in Stockholm. As the over- moves backstage, showing the 
ture begins (the Swedish State singers scrambling to make theii-
George Washington Slept Here 
final production of Xav·ier Players 
-~ 
Prom night - the giggle and rush 
of evening dresses kept like secrets in 
closet corners. Maddening hurry 
into Sunday's best. Nervous pre-
prom parties. Riding direction less to 
Godknowswhere. Music, mixer, 
talk, laughter, dancing and all the 
happiness of a Junior Prom. 
. Friday night ten o'clock and,'the 
secohd time around on Act three, 
.. I'm riot on till the end, you want . 
something from the Grill?" · · 
"Grill's closed on Friday." 
.. Damri it. Games Room?'' 
.. Yeah; I'll buy you a beer." 
"How a~o.ut some pinball'?'.' . 
Wandering around the silent aiid · 
empty. Center Building, waiting and 
often being hijllcac:ed;by the haunted 
ele.~~tpr be~µ~ the~cfamdoors are 
locked;: if l' had a 'dim'e' for every 
game· of pinball I played waiting to 
go on. Theil .·Milt inevitably runs 
down calling a halt to the middle of 
the .fifth fooseball game because 
they're upstairs waiting for me. An 
hour and three beers later I'm staring 
groggily at the third. round of act 
three .. Roger's, asleep in the aisle. 
Norah's trying to study for Fon-
tana's poetry class, Clare's sitting 
patiently backstage, Ken can't stop 
laughing, Bill's downstairs sawing . 
his brains a·way, Mr. G. hides con-
spicuously in a corner; while Otto 
rushes back and forth," Anyone-got-
a-ciga rette-wait-a-min ute~wait-a­
minute-l've-got-an~idea-Ri~-you­
have-a-match?" And it's eleven as we 
start at round four. One last time? 
Finally it's twelve and we're done for 
the· evening. Too late and too tired to 
do anything. "How at>out a pizzaT' . 
'Tired? Oh well, arid \Ve straggle to 
Adriatico's up ·on the hill. · 
Sundaf·night· Five hour re_hear-
sal.0ne..cram for tests;.·cafoh up oil 
sleep~ The_ Grill_ makes a fortune as 
Pat keeps seore on. who:s ahead on 
Grill visits. . , 
. Easter vacation .. We . slum the . 
week 'in Brockman without ele~tric:i-
.: •·." 4 Pag" 4 
ty'. Running out for burgers between _ 
rehearsals. Nights stranded on cam-
pus· or running out for .an evening. 
Locked, rehearsing in the dungeon 
of the theatre missing the beautiful 
weather. Fun being a Player? You 
bet. 
. George Washingt~n Slept Here, 
April Jo; May I, 2, 6, and 7 at 8:00 
and May 8 at 2:00 in.the University 
Center Theatre. Free to· Xavier 
students. 
By the way; how was the Junior 
Prom?· · 
(The preceding stream of· con-
. sciou~ness by Jeff Linton) • 
FOil THAT_ ONE WOMAN, GIVE ONE 
DAZZLING·. DIAMOND· SOLITAIRE 
She's the one woman-you chose from all the ~est. 
Now you can give her one wonderful diamond. 
We .will helP, you--select a glorious diamond 
· solitaire. To stand alone in all its glory, 
glow with. cle•r brilliance an~ffire; Show the._ 
. world she's the one woman in your world. 
· Marquise Diamond · . · -. . · . 
l/l ........................................ $2SO 
l/2 .......•.. · ............ ; ..•....••• ; •••... 399 
· 1 carat·~ . ; .. ._; .... , ;_-~ .. ·; ................ . :'.. 799 
·, ~: . •,. 
:.,. "'.,' 
.:.:.1i. 
:'. :1•,·.: 
ze .. 
:u•· ··ro f'f . ~ , .~r,r"' 
" -~ICI Street 
. Ci¥neti, Ollie 
ttl:i621·0704 
; .• -~ . : . t. ' ~ _} .: ~- ~ 
~~~~~-~' \ t 
Ar,r:•)l,1P11'•, 
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. 
Norah Cusick, Kevin Ryan, and Kathy Kuapil in rehearsal/or the Players 1 
production o/Ge9rge Washington Slept Here. . · · · 
. . . .. . . 
· ... ················~··········! 
. ·. . ~ 
. . 
····SPANISH 
1-.U. Surnmer Pr9grains Abroad 
": :-;.. . . . ' :u. 
Elementa·ry,. Intermedia t~; Advanced 
Modern·La11guage c~urses; LiJerature-
. and ~iv_ilization courses. . . 
80.GOTA- COLOMBIA. . 
4 weeks -· 3 .semester credits - $555. · 
a weeks --a:semester credHs-~ $855. 
STROBL - AUSTRIA 
7·.weeks· -.12-14 semester cred#s - $1500 
··.f. 
,;./\_,. 
Included: Tuitfon - Room ·--Board 
. ·Airlines ticket -· Ac.itivities· 
. . 
. .. ·. ' 
_· :)'q~ll: Daparbnent of Mod.~r~J~nuu'.i111.: 745~828 
• ' : ~ ~-···. ;· ~ > t : ' . ; ~ . . . ' . ' 
· -· ·Alter Hall, Roam .104-C. 
........................ ~ .. ~ 
. : . . ··.·.-· ...... ;, •• , "' .. "l'i 
, . M.lnorl1Y coaHtlon ·. · ( .. topic of Bond talk 
. By. MARY HENKEL 
. NI• llllf Wrltlr 
Georgia State Senator Julian 
Bon~ spoke; ~t Xavier Monday~ 
'; Apnll~.Amvmglatetoaddressthe 
· ··half-capacity crowd, Bond talked for 
about a .half hour, then ·answered 
· questions from the audience. 
· Bond's evaluation of the present 
.. s~t~ .of the nation · was not op-
. t1m1s!1c. He fore11aw possibilities of 
conflict; even violent conflict, within · 
the·country. Economic and socialin-
equities were the causes of division 
· that Bond identified. 
The solution Bond advoeated for 
the country's problems was a new 
. national coalition . of minority 
. group~. ~ho~gh r~cognizing impor-
tant. d1stmct1ons m the interests of 
such groups 'as blacks, women 
welfare recipients, and othe; 
min.orities, Bond stated ·that he 
believed su~h.- groups could put 
problems aside in order to form a 
new majority and put responsive 
· leaders in office. 
Bond's speech on the twelfth was· 
re-scheduled since urgent business in 
the Georgia legislature prevented his 
planned address on February 6 dur-
mg Black Awareness Week. · · 
Bond gained· national prominence 
·in 1965, when controversy arose over 
· the refusal of the Georgia legislature 
to seat him .though he was duly 
ele~ted to its House of Represen-
tatives~ A Supreme Court ruling in 
1967 was necessary to effect his ad-
mission. · 
Philosophy 
from page·t 
1973 · statement by the biology 
department recommending a reduc-
tion iil philosophy from fifteen to 
tWelve hours. Hedeen finally com-. 
mends BVGS.' rccomniend~tion as. 
an exhibition of"lcadership mentali-
ty" oyer .. administrative rgentality," 
not the opposite as Blair conte'1ds . 
. Discussion atthe ni~ting of the ..• 
. Arts and Sciences Council centered ., 
· . on what effect a reduction, in Core 
Curricuium requiremcnta . would 
· have on the overall picture of the un-
·. iversity, particularly·· enrollment. 
Many of those present were not in-
terested in discussing the issue at the 
meeting since only Fr. Brennan is 
'empowered to take action on the 
issue. 
· The final_yote of the meeting was · 
four in favor of maintaining fifteen 
i··, 
61----...,..---:.--· 
41---~--..,....,,, 
2 L..llllllftll .... !m'n 
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Every ArtCarved College. Ri~g is one-Of-a-kind and custom-made.: 
It has the looks, craftsmanship and quality that only a fine 
jewelry company like ArtCarved can give you. 
And thefr college rings, like their world-famous engagement and 
wedding rings, are guaranteed to stay beautifol for a lifetim.e. . 
BOOK STORE 
UNIVERSITY CENTER 
. ~ . . . . ' ·"-
RING 
DAY 
Monday, 
Tuesday & 
Wednesday· 
-May3, 4, S 
Sophomores order 
now for Fall delivery 
That's when the ArtCarved 
representative will be here 
to help you select your 
custom~rriade college ring. 
It's also the day you can 
charge your ArtCarved ring 
on Master Charge or . 
BankAmericard. 
Any day's the day to save 
ori a gold ArtCarved ring: 
S10 if you pay in full, SS if 
you pay a standard deposit. 
: 'college~i~g~ bY . 
JIRTQlRVED 
World-famous for 
diamond and wedding rings 
-.. hours; eleven in favor of a reduction 
··to twelve' h.ours, and five~a:bs:t:a.i;n:in~g~ . ..!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~!!~~~~~!!!!!!!~!!!!!~!!!~!!~~ 
. ' 
BE CAREFUL· 
HOW YOU . LISTEN 
to the Spirit 1n your I ife ... 
l. '. t 
. . ~· ~ 
1·;: .•·I I l J 
.'( i :. 
. C.~en F; ZOlio pre.eritl •' t. 
. ·uc 
· Ingmar·Bergman's 
~~C."'fJJU-1'1?/ 
Plad-11111 a;,. ....... W-br ·---• Dil9c11ral"'*""""' S-Nrk-
Enc E,_c..luc•~"'J:.-llMl =ru Nllwaiti~r 
A.S-!WmA.9. ~.\SUltllOOATElt LEA11f& .. U I 
The Magic of Bergman. The Mainifanceof' Mozart. 
PERFORMANCES STARTING APRIL 21 
2 WEEKS. ONLY 
SHOWTIME~-MON.-FRI.. 9:15-11:45 AM~2:15, ·4:45, 7:15, 9:45 P~1 
· · SAT.-SUN. 2:15, 4:45, 7:15, 9:45 · 
. Special rates for elementary 
cl secondary schools .. 
Special rates for other 
ADMISSION-MATINEE 53.50 
EVENING 54.00 
groups are available. BEACON H Ill For any further information . . . . 
. please call MARK IV · ·c· e ' . .. ' " . 
CINEMAS LTD •• 72J.77a: . ·. > 1nema 
Tickets 1lio available.• lint llhle Aill ltd; UM3ll 
lhroup Tkketron with wer•. · 
· vlct charae. · Coavealeli& Parklal 
APRIL27,21,21MAY~) ITUDINTI BRING THll AD 
FOR QllCOUNT YO•i illuar HAVE .ITUDINT l.D~.' ' . 
.... , .... 
... 
I'. 
1 • 
·o·onlin to 
play on. Ohio.: 
Select Team 
( 
U C R · · . Jim Donlin of Xavier's Rugby ·xa v1•e· f uggers Team was.chosen to the Ohio Union 
. 1 · • • . · . · · ·· · Select Team on Easter Sunday. For- · 
to. cha lie· nge M· a· n-ks' to IAln ty players from the state. of Ohio 
By JIM DONUN 
Newal.C.ftWrtler 
·This Sunday. May 2, the Univ~rsi~ 
ty of Cincinnati and Xavier Rugby 
teams will combine their strengths to 
play the visiting Monkstown Rugby 
Football Club from Dublin, Ireland. 
The game stems from the Cincinnati 
tour last fall in which both UC and 
XU participated. Monkstown was 
one of the two clubs to defeat the 
Cincy tour last fall by a 30-7 score. 
In Sunday's contest the University 
side . puts its speed and strength 
against Monkstown's knowledge of 
the game. 
Monkstown's tour began in 
Chicago last Monday. They played . 
the Chicago Lions on Wednesday . 
and will arrive in Cincinnati 
tomorrow. They will be in Cincin-
nati for a week, boarding over the 
weekend in Brockman Hall. After 
they leave Cincinnati they will tra~el 
to Indianapolis, St. Louis, 
Bloomington, Des Moines, and 
Montreal for one game in each city. 
rr I were invited lo the lryout in Colum-
1 bUL . \ 
The Xavier representatives in the . . The afternoon consisted of three,. 
match will include· John McGoff, ·thirty minute periods in which the 
Dave "Crockett" Aflen, · ~evin players competed against each other 
Schoplein. and Jim Donlin in the under the eyes of five selectors. At 
forwards. Xavier backs playing in the end of the afternoon a team offif-
the game will include Mike .Claus, , teen was picked, Donlin. being 
Peter Birkelt, and William Birkett. chosen for the second row. · 
Tickets for the game. which will be . Cincinnati _as a whole did . very 
helda1Trech1arStadiuni,cost$l.OO. well, placing 8even players on the 
They can be purchased al the gate or team. the·<?hio tea!ll plays !ts first· 
from any club member or the Xavier, game May 9 m Col.um bus against the 
Tearri. Michigan Select side. 
-Basebalf Bafflers--
I. On May 24, 1935,'the first night game in the history of b~seb~ll 
was played. Which two teams opposed each other on that historic 
night? 
2. On May 4, 1975, baseball's one-millionth.run was scored. Who 
scored the famous· run? · " · · · 
3 Who scored the (irst run in the history of major league baseball and 
what team did this man play for? · . 
4. Which major league shortstop has the longest errorless streak? 
5. Who was the starting third _baseman for the famous Brooklyn. 
Dodgers? . ·• . . . . . 
'6. This year's All-Star game will be played m Ph1ladelph1a. When 
was the last time this mid-season ciassic was held in Philadelphia and 
in which ball park? · ·. . · . 
7. Which major league player collected seven hats m seven at bats ma 
regulation game last seaso!"? . . . 
8. Which player lead the majors m stolen _bases last se~~on? .. 
9.. Which active pitcher leads the major leagues m hfetame 
strikeouts? : , 
Monkstown is one of the finer 
Senior clubs (together-100 years or 
more) in Dublin and plays an ex-
citing and fast paced game of rugby. 
Its strong point lies in their forwards. 
The players execute the (undamen-
tals very well and are . extremely 
aggressive. 
10.· What is th~ last year the New York Yankees captured the 
American League Championship and who·was their manager? . 
•· •· .Con11tatiilatlon1 . 
Backman rounds the bases; and receives a hearty congratulations from the 
, ... 
· ·Answers on pa1e I 
. .. . ' team. 
. 1: 
-CASH 
You Can Earn Up To 
$70 Per Month 
By Becoming a Plasma· Donor 
At . 
AM'ERICAN''e'Lt>()o· 
' C~OMP<>NENTS 
91'6 East .McMillan Street 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45206 
CIN.CINNATI 
· ... 
- . REDS® 
MEMORY & SQUARE ROOT CALCULATOR WITH 
BUil T ·IN ~ECHARGEABILITY . 
• Rech•rge•b1e· e11pab1111y 
• Pen:ent· ct1lcul•tlon 
• Full memory 
-• Squ•re root c•lcul•tlon ON SALE 
. ' 
• Flo•tfng declm•• · 
• THidl1count ci.lcul•tlon 
• Power/reclproc•I c•lcua.tton 
• Sign ch•nge key · 
• 8-dlglt dllpa.y 
·BOOKSTORE 
UNIVERSITY CENTER 
. ' . . . 
· • Power: Two penllght batterle1 Included 
• AC adapter optlonal · 
• Size: 3" x 5·1/18" x 13/16" 
'COLLEGE 
··NITE 
'SAT. MAY .1 
® 
RIVERFRONT STAD.IUM ••• 5:.30 PM,., 
THE WORLD.CHAMPS vs. MONTREAL EXPOS 
PRE-GAME ENTERTAINMENT •.. One ~f the country's top 
"lab bands" will provide an hour-long show;' beginning at 
4:30. See the UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS JAZZ BAND. Sounds 
for everyone, spanning-six decades. Twenty-two top collegi-
. ate musicians. · · 
BIG SAVINGS FOR COLLEGiANS .. ';; C~ll~ge guys a~d gals, 
and their .. dates/wives, may purchase regular $3.50 reserved 
seats for only $2.oo· on College Nita. Groups of 30 get special 
treatment fr~m Groups Sales Dept. · 
GET TICKETS IN ADVANCE .... for group Information, ~·ontact Gr~up Salas 
Director, Cincinnati Rads, 100 Riverfront Stadium, Cincinnati; O. Telephone (513) · 
421·4510. For ganie tickets, purchase seats, In· advance 11 the Reds ticket agency 
nearest you • .': · · 
downtown at 580 Walnut St or Riverfront Stadium. Burkh~rdt's men·s· stores iri Kenwood. 
Beechmont, Hyde Par1<, Tri.County or·Northgale. Home F~erat Savings, Western Hills. 
A. Half a decade Of insanity: Greek Week V 
By MARCIA PLESCIA 
:row1 818ff wr11.; 
Once. again it is time for Xavier 
students to prove their "insanity." 
Greek Week Vwill l?eheldfrom May 
3rd to May 7th. 
This yea.r's events begin on Mon-
day with .. the Opening Ceremony to 
be held at 2:15 p.m. 011 the Mall in 
front o~ .Alter Hall. The games will 
open with a parade and torch 
lighting ceremony. 
Immediately ·following the 
traditional ceremony will be the 
"Great Tricycle Race." All . par-
ticipants will ·be riding bona fide 
tricycles and inust remain seated at 
all times. 
· At 3:30 on the Brockman Court 
will be the fulfillment of the 
. will be the "World Wide Scavenger 
Hunt." There's just nothing like a 
good old fashioned scavenger hunt 
to really test one's sanity. 
If you can survive until Wednes-
day there is still more to come. At 
2:00 · there will be. the "Book Store· 
Scramble." Only the organizers of 
this mny event know its nature. 
Ai long last it has been revived! 
Yes, pucker power is the power _of 
this Greek Week spectacular. This 
· year's· "lip bruiser" allows a five 
minute break each hour; only a slight 
and much welcomed change from 
the ardors of the event. 
. Wednesday night isT.V. Night at 
Tuckers. Get to the Tavern early and 
"Let's make a deal!" At 10: 15, 
Tuckers will be the sight of an auc~ 
tion, a non-competitive event for 
charitable purposes. 
Continuing w.ith the fun, there will 
be the "Arm Wrestling Cham-
pionships." At Midnight, the ladies· 
go wild as the men .entertain. Yes, 
gentlemen, it's the GO-GO Contest. 
Rules will be posted before the con-.. 
test. 
Well we are getting closer to the 
end, but the fun just keeps getting 
better and the Muskies continue to 
prove their insanity. · . 
On Thursday contestants take 
those little frozen water cubes and 
try to devour them. What a chilling 
experience. If you thought the late, 
late show sent a shiver down your · 
spine, wait until you try this event. A 
test for any Muskie artist, will bethe 
nationally acclaimed "Body Pain-
ting," running simultaneously with 
the Mr. Freeze contest. 
At 3:30, the Tug of War will be 
held in the stadium. Muscle in on a 
little action and h~ve your team sign 
up for this event. 
The fabulous finale to the four 
days of madness, takes place on 
Thursday night and carries right on 
over until 9:15 the next morning. 
Don't ~tart getting tired now, the All 
Night· Dance Contest is here once 
again. Just so participants don't 
hang it up too early, there will be a 
five minute break every hour and of 
course the incentive ofa $50.00 cash 
prize to the winning couple. Just 
think that when "I Could Have 
Danced All Night" is played at 9: 14 
a.m., you can say "How true it is. 
Ugh!" 
On Friday, May 14th, there will be 
a salute to seniors of 1976 as the 
"Last Dance" takes the spotlight. 
The 50's and 60's style Greaser 
Dance will be the setting for the an-
nouncement of the Greek Week V 
winners. 
_ Now is the time to get your team 
together and sign up for a zany, 
strange and insane week at Xavier. 
Complete information and details 
can be obtained across from the grill. 
Happy Insanity! 
NOW RENTING 
the 
, "ultimate Muskie Mystique;" the 
Chug. At the sound of the gun, the 
beer w.ill disappear, but the balloon 
must pop before the winner is nam-
· ed. Greek Week questions 
Air Conditioned Apartments. for 
Summer~ 
The participants of the Night 
Road· Rally will test their driving 
skill and ability to decipher direc-
tions. The first car will leave the 
North Campus Lot. at 9:00 p.m .. 
Crusing around Cincinnati . these 
fearless drivers and navigators must 
follow a course prepared by an in-
sane Greek Week committee. 
·Tuesday is another day of pure in-
sanity as the vertical egg toss takes . 
place on the north side of Kuhlman 
Hall at 2:00. Don't worry about the 
scrambled eggs in the cafeteria on 
Wednesday, there'll be plenty to go 
around. 
Speaking of food, at 3:00 on the 
Brockman Court, ·onions will be the 
· name of the game. Yes, the com-
mittee has planned an onion eatirig 
contest. If you brave this test, please 
don't giv.e it your best in the next 
event. · · · 
At 3:30 there will be the car jam on 
the Brockman Court. A telephone 
booth just doesn't present the 
challenge that it used to, so ju.st in-
hale and shove, push and crush each 
0th.er into the automobile. · 
Night time activities include the 
famed "University Push.ball Cham-
pionships.''. It is true that at 8:00 in 
the stadium, a six foot ball is pushed 
up and down the field. Fun it is, un-
less of course you happen to be un~ 
der the ball. · 
Immediately after the Pushball, 
Question: I understand there are 
points connected with most events. 
What are the points for'! 
Answer: The points are totaled to 
determine the men's and women's 
"team" champions for the week.· 
Dorm wings or commuter. groups 
form teams and enter as many events 
as possible~ carefully calculating 
their chances to win the Greek Week 
T-shirts awarded to the:winners at 
the May 14 "Fifties" dance. 
Remember you do not have·:: to 
belong to any team to participa~ in 
any of the events. 
Question: If a couple wins an 
event, who gets the points'! · 
Answer: Both his and her teams. 
Question: If someone who isn'ton 
a team places in an event, what 
· happens to his or her points? 
Answer: The points are awarded 
to the . highest finishing team 
members. 
Question: Which events have 
limited entries and why'! 
Answer: Some events (i.e. Chug · 
and Vert.ical Egg Drop) are limited 
to two entries per team but as many 
students a8 wish may enter - the 
·team representatives being- · 
designated before the event begins. 
· The road rally · is limited to 60 
couples - time consideration. Th~ 
game floor for "Let's Make a Deal.!' 
is limited to ~6 couples-.,. space cori-
.. 
. <'Gilerrl'lma.\IrW 
&~~tnxcl\a.\\te 
~ir<Q)~lf~1 lTJfi\ II L~ _I _ 
• 1en1or1 .. •• 
a ... new proqr~m 
i·n :lay miniltry 
The Glenmary Associate Program is a direct· 
· r~sponse"· to the call. of the Gospel and the Church 
.of today. It is ari .effort desig~ed to give~~ ~.imited 
'nfimbe~ of young men the. opportunity' to.serve 
in the. lay ministry. 
Associates make a commitment of two years ser-
vi~e upon completion of . a six month training, 
ses~ion. Members will be placed in areas of the 
~eep South.· and Appalachia . working in conjunc- · 
tio~ '.with the Glenmary. Home .Missioners; Train-
ing sessions are scheduled' to begin ._on June 14th 
ar:td September 13th; · · 
Anyone interested in obtaining further informa-
tion regarding the program please contact: ,, , 
Brat.her Al Behm 
Terra Christi Farm 
Rt. 2 
Frenchburg, Kentuck v 40322 
.Thursday, April 29. 1976 
sideration. The All-Night Dance 
Contest is limited to 40 couples -
space consideration. Waiting lists 
are taken in case of no-shows. 
You Can Rent From June 1st. to September 1st. 
Also Renting for Fall and Winter Semesters 
Question: You haven't answered 
all my questions, where. can I .get 
more information'! 
· Furnished or unfurnished one bedroom,· 
·living room -- dinette ... Free Parking .... 
Laundry Room. 3 minute walk to Xavier 
.campus. Answer: The Greek Week booth 
across from the grill will be.open to-
day until 2:00 and from IO:OO until 
2:00 tomorrow as well as 10:00 till 
I :QO every day during Greek Week. 
The Committee members there 
would be glad to answer your 
qu~stions. Enjoy. 
Rentals from $110.00 - $130.00 monthly 
Question: What ifit rains when an 
outdoor event is scheduled? 
Answer: A little rain never hurt-
anyon,e. . .everything goes as 
scheduled. 
OXFORD APARTMENTS 
1005 Dana Ave .. 
See or call Manager, Sue Shultz 
Apt. 4 at 1005 Dana Avenue 
Phone 281-5259 or call 
Mr. Eric Bose at 281-5259 
Summertime at the Link Complex 
MANOR HOUSE -·efficiencies for two ~vailable,· carpeted, TV, air 
· conditioned, kitchens, fullyJurnished, pool, parking, adjoining 
XU. ~- : . 
. ' . . ~ • . -. . - : . ' .~ ; i .. 
' : • • : ~ ~ •• t.. ,. • 
./ • - ' ' • . ·" . • . ~ .- • (~· ! ' ··; ~. 
Call caretaker :53:1-·8764-'to see or 731:..6505 for applications. 
Summer rented by session or summer, full year lea·se dis-' 
counts. 
: r ~~·~.~('~ .. ~· 
FRATERNIT;YHPU$E ~)Qana. a~ Ledgewood .. :·P.rivate or double 
.. rooms fifr s'uintner fg7t;;·air cond.,:Tv,'.·kitchen and resreation 
areas, pool, parking. 
Call Greg Smith, 453 Husman Hall .. 745-3212 for cards and· 
applications. 
THE VILLA - corner Ledgewood at Victory Parkway. Single or dou-
ble rooms, ai.r cond., TV, full kitchen, pool, parking. 
Call Charles Bentley, 463 Husman Hall, 745-3222 for cards 
applications.. · 
THE LINK COMPLEX .. · 
· OJfices: 3853 Ledgewood Drive - 731-6505 
· · Caretaker 631-876.4 · 
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Breen to sponsor "Liberation .Series". 
By MARY HENKEL · 
.· .......... w,.., . 
Breen Lodge Educational 
Resource and Women's Center in-
vites Xavier people to re-evalute 
social roles and personal attitudes 
this spring in its upcoming "Libera-
tion Series". 
Both men and women may begin 
to learn a new way of self-expression 
in social .situations in the planned 
"Assertiveness Training." The talk 
and discussion on . "Alternative 
Lifestyles: Househusbands and 
Child-Care" may be of special in-
terest to those considering marriage 
or parenthood. Sister Renee Rust, 
O.S.B., will speak on "Women in the 
Church," and a talk on ''The Psy-
cho logy of Masculinity and 
Femininity" may still be scheduled, 
though plans are tentative .. 
Jo-Ann Bellucci, Assistant 
Professor of Counselor Education 
and Educational Administration at 
· UC, will lead "Assertiveness Train-
ing" on a date to be announced. 
Bellucci has directed Assertiveness 
programs. for about three an~ a half 
years, mostly in "workshops rather 
than in regular full-length courses. 
"New skills in social interaction" 
are the goal of Bellucci's Asl!Cr· 
tiveness training, and they are "prac-
tical, like driving a car, and can be 
Jesuits get 
new rector 
The new rector of the Jesuit com-
munity at Xavier University is Rev. 
Felix P .. Biestek, S.J., it .was an-, 
nounced today. Father Biestek is 
scheduled to assume his duties as 
rector . during the latter part of the 
month of May. 
Fr. Biestek comes to Xavier from 
Chicago where. he has been part of 
the faculty at Loyola U.niversity 
since 1951. . '·. . . ,,. 
A graduate of Mon.n .·High 
School in Cicero, Illinois in 1929, Fr. 
· Biestek received his AB degree from 
Loyola University (1938), his 
· master's degree in sociology fro in St;· 
Louis University (1940), his licen-
tiate in Sacred Theology from West 
Baden College (1946), his master's in 
·social work from The Catholic Un- · 
iversity of America (1949) and his 
doctorate in social work from . 
Catholic University in 1951. 
During his tenure at Loyola Fr. 
Bii:stek was professor of social work 
and, at various times, a member of 
the board of trustees, chairman of 
tile search committee for a dean of 
the school of social work, and the 
religious superior of the Jesuit com-
. munity of Loyola University. 
Author of many articles and 
·books in thdield of social work, Fr. 
Biestek taught social case· work; 
research in social work and 
philosophy, ethics and values in 
social work. He was also director of 
field work foi: the School of Social 
.Work at Loyola. . .. ; 
The rector of the Jesuit communi-
ty is the religious ··superior ·o( the 
priests and brothers whc) .·. are 
members of the Jesuit community at 
Xavier University. · · 
Pollock _ 
from page 1 
.. 
when it arrives in the Senate. Pollock 
notes that it is important to write to 
as many members of the Assembly as 
possible, because the broader the in-
fluence, the more people in the 
legislature are made aware of the 
need for this bill. · 
All letters should be addressed to 
the State Capitol, Columbus, Ohio, 
43215. Letter writing is perhaps the 
most effective way- that a person in 
elected office can determine the 
· •. feelings of his or her· c,onstituents. A 
list of all the representatives· and 
Senators of the Assembly .are listed 
on the Financial Aid bulletin board 
across from th~e bookstore. 
....... 
4 ·..,.'', 
WEDDING . 
. SONGS 
with guitar · 
Erich· Sy Ivester 
811·13H 
fun." Workshops so far have b~n· full-time at Mt~ St~ Joseph College: · 
"exciting;active. and participatoiy" Her husband Mike is an attQmey. · 
for her, and such training is "timely, · The~ career ·persons and parents 
because of the human rights move- wm··address th:e topic .of adjusting 
ment of the last ten years. It catches · .lifestyles to . shared . housekeepfog · 
on to· the Women's and the Civil ·and parenting duties. Their talk; and · 
Rights Movements." According to sut,sequent discussion, are 
· Bellucci, ''The idea is to help people scheduled for Friday, May 7, 8:00 
choose to be. assertive when they p.m. , at Breen Lodge. (The talk will 
want to; to give them a choice, can- · be ineorporated into the "Fireside 
trot of themselves." Chat" program that Breen has 
Benedictine Sister Renee Rust was hosted throughout the year:) Beth 
contacted by Leslie Winters ofthe Younger of Breen, who invited the 
Breen Lodge staff. "She thinks Harmons; hopes to invite other 
women' should be ordained," parents and working couples to .the 
Winters told the News. Rust will lead discussion to include different 
discussion on ... Ordination, Sµbor- perspectives on thr. question. · 
dination and Co-ordination." She 
lives in Manna-fold Benedictine 
. Prayer Center. Two days a week she 
is ·live-in coordinator of programs 
for canonical novices from different 
religious communities. Rust does 
lectures, workshops and retreats on 
the subject of worship .in in-
terdenominational groups. Her 
book of poetry, The Sounds 
Around, with photos by Sr. Col~en 
Winston, O.S.B., will appear in a few 
months. Rust will· speak at Breen 
Lodge on Thurs., May 6,. at 8 p;m, 
She .will give a 10 minute introduc-
tion .to a discussion of women in the 
church. 
Fran Harmon teaches History 
Quiz Answers 
l. Cincinnati vs. Philadelphia 
2. Bob Watson of the Houston 
A5tros. 
3. Wes Fisler of the Philadelphia 
Athletics on April 22, 1876. 
4. Eddie Brinkman (72 games and 
331 chances). 
S. Billy Cox. 
6. 1952 in Shibe Park. 
7. Rennie Stennett of the 
Pittsourgh Pirates. 
8. Davey Lopes of the L.A. 
Dodgers 
~· Mickey Lolich. 
IO. 1964, Yogi Berra. 
•· · ·-BEST RESU~E SERVICE ·. 
- .. . $29.95. . 
Includes.personal consultation, writing, s~yl­
ing·,andprinting ~f100copie~. 9u.r resumes 
command attention ·and achieve RESULT,S. 
Additional· 5ervices. include: co~er letters· 
.and mailings. . · . . . . 
. "Pft>ven· effectiveness since 1962." . 
; 120 ·E~ 4th· St, 570 Forn:-ica Bldg 621-0073 
SEN I.ORS. 
Peace Corps has new openings for Seniors and 
Grad students receiving degrees in: 
Business Adm. Education 
Marketing. Finance . 
. Math · Science. 
Benefits include travel, health care; language 
training; living allowance, 48 days pd .. vacation, 
·. money saved after 2 yrs. service. . . 
Discover what you qan do in the Peace Corps by 
talking. with a former volunteer at · · . 
The General Placement Office 
·<an "1e Student Union -Friday, Aprll 30 
X1""'N-
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Senior Comprehensi"e E:r111minarions . 
X.U. Players, "George Washington Skpr 
Here," 8:00 p.m .. Theatre · 
~ ..................... ______________ _. ______________________ -ti------------------------t------------------------1------------------------+------------------------+-----------~-----------1 i~l .·~ ~· ~ ® .ry ® 
' \ 
s 
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~ 
Fl.Jin&. Club Medin&~ 7:30 p.m. Hearth 
R~m-·. 
X.Ui Players, .. George Washington Slept 
HeR." 8:00 p.m. Theatre. 
Radn& .Team, MSA Challenge Series. 
Raguna S~. California 
Pre-recistration . 
Studmt Senate, 2:00 p.m. 
Honors (:onvoaation, 1:30-2:30 p.m. 
Theatre; 2:30-4:00 p.m. Terrace Room 
Greel Weel Openin1 Ceremony, 2:00 
p.m. Alter Mall· · . 
Great Tricycle Race, 2:30 p.m. Alter Mall 
"Tiie Cllu1" Brodman Court, 3:30 p .m. 
Nicbt Rwd Rally,9:00p.m. North Cam-
pus Lot. · · · · 
Pre-rqistration 
Malletin& Club Meeain& 
Onion Eatin1 Contest, 3:30 p.m. 
Brockman Court 
Car Jam, 4:00 p.m Brockman Court 
University Push BaU Championships, 
4:00 p.m. Stadium 
World Wide Scavencer Hunt, 
immediately following Push Ball Cham~ 
pionships 
Pre-reaistration 
Debate,J;(J() ~~'!'· Hinkle Hall 
BookstoreSpl!Cial, 2:00 p.m. Brockman 
Court · · · '· 
Longest Kiss Contest, 3:30 p.m. 
Brockman Court 
TV Night lit Tucker~s, 9:30 p.lt). 
Uninrsity Arm . Wrestling Cham-
pionships, Tucker's ·10:30 p.m .. 
Pre-registration 
X.U. Players, "George Washington Slept 
Here." 8:00 p.m. Theatre 
Mr. Freeze, 2:30.p.m. Brockman Court 
· Tug-0-War, 3:30 p.m. Stadium 
All Night Dance Contest, 5:15 p.rn. to 
9:15 a.rn. Friday 
Pre-registration 
X.U. Plalers, "George Washington Slept 
Here." 8:00 p.m. Theatre 
M. Ed. and 1\1.B.A. Comprehensive Ex· 
aminations. 1:30 p.m. ..' 
Parents" Weekend 
X.U. Players, "George Washington Slept 
Here."_3:00 p.m. Theatre 
~ ··."'!"~--,_ ........................................................ ~------------------------..... --..................... ~ ... -··-----------1---------------------------------1---------------------------------1o--------------------------.... -----1---------------------------------1 
'.@ . ~@ 
r ~l Student S~te, 2:00 p.m. 
, Radn1 Team. IMSA Challenge Series. Pre.ftcistntion · · .• 
• OntJrio. California Nick w~r Circus, on the Mall. 1:30 t -- .. 
~ .... p~ 
~ 
Pre-rqistration 
( 
Pre-registration 
Semester Exams, Graduate School and 
CCE , 
Debate Society, 3:00 p.m. Hinkle Hall 
" 
Pre-registration 
Semester Exams, Graduate School and 
CCE. 
seme5ter Exams, Graduate School and \ 
CCE 
Dance, Bluestone Ivory and 50'sand 60's 
·Band, cafeteria. 9 p.m. to 2 a.m. 
Semester Exams, Craduate School and 
CCE 
1~~@~--.~. --1-~-~----.--... ~~:~~®~~--------+-~-®--.-----~~-@~~~.~~~,.~.--~~--~------------1 
t Co~ity OrclleStn Concert, 8:00 Semester Eums, all divisions Semester Exams, all divisions Semester Exams, d~y_· undergraduate 
~ p.m. Theatre · . colleges 
' 
. 
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. 
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-
.. 
,. ·' 
Semester Exams, day' undergraduate 
colleges 
~ry 
-
i 
. 
Semester Exams, day undergraduate 
colleges 
End of Spring semester, all divisions 
~~ 
-· 
~® 
ii ~@ ., ~~-· 
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The football transcripts 
by Tom Flynn. · 
The following are excerpts from a transcript 
o/a WV XU-FM sportscastdattd October 12, 
1978. Space, does not permit lengthy 
metaphysical considerations, but. impossible 
as it may •em the futuristic transcripts areap· 
parently genuine: · . 
· McDERMOIT: Howdy, sports fans, and 
welcome to the wonderful world of the O'Con-
nor ·Memorial Sports Center. I'm Shawn 
McDermott of WVXU Sports. With me is Sid 
Shaughnessy, and .color man Biff Bosley ... 
BIFF: Red! Bluel Yellow! 
Mc DE RM 07T: This afternoon we'll hear the 
first game of x&vier's new, non-Scholarship, 
low~budget football team. The Musketeen 
will face the fearsolnc'FiSbting'Irish.ofNotre . 
Dame Univenity. We'll be right back. . . . · 
.. . .. ., 
GORDON: This is Stan Gordon, in the Xavier 
locker rooni, where Muskie coach Paul Brown · 
has just concluded his pre-game 'pep talk~ 
Coach Brown, the question on everyone's lips 
is, Why did you·come out ofretirementafter 
.I. _;.' ...... 
Editors · 
. ' 
~ 
years of coaching the Bengals, just to coach Norte Dame 214-Xavier nothing. Say, there's . remote report'" · . 
the new Muskie pigskin squad? Dougie. McVay again. Somebody tried to GORDON: This is Stan Gordon reporting 
BROWN: Well, Stan, I feeleverybodyneedsa tackle him on that··1ast ·play, and he's.com- from the Xavier huddle,.where Paul Brown 
laugh now arid then. Also, it's not every day plaining to officials about Mexcessive contact... has just heafd Coach McSwift's strategy on a 
one gets to coach indoor football. . •• • •• pocket FM radio turned to WVXU 91. 7. It's a 
GORDON: Coach Brown refers to one of the little illegal, but Brown.'s figuring the officials 
more unique aspects of.X;U.'s return to fo<;Jt· .. McDERMOTT: Only four seconds on the don't much care what Xavier does on the 
bait When the decision was made to reinstate clock; this'll be the last play in a game that's .theory that it really won't make any difference ... 
football, the. Athletic Board wouldn't spend already set several records·- especially when Coach Brown, how do you plan to fight 
extra money to refurbish old Corcoran · · Notre Dame cracked a thousand on that last McSwift's play? . . . 
Stadium. Since by then all the benches. were play and the officials decided to even the score - BROWN: I know a six-man counterplay that 
gone, another place had to. be found for t~e , ... 9.Ut of sympathy, So the game's ti!=(I 500-500, . should bring hoine. the baconfor Muskie,Tech, 
O'Connor Sports Center. , . 1iiiid if X.u: can carry-di'is plaf; the pme is . •• • •• . . 
BROWN: And I think it's really neat the way ours. . . ~·,, McDERMOTT: Four seconds left. Let's see 
they bricked up that swimming pool and laid SHAUGHNESSY: WVXU. Reporter Bill Coach Brown's six-man play unfold. True to 
down astroturf just for us.. · Phillips is on the scerie at the NDU huddle. the plan, Notre Dame's Fracksher is running 
•• • •• Through the miracle of electronic journalism, toward the Xavier goal with the football. And 
let's see how Coach Ara Parsegian plans to now the Big X explodes into action. McYay 
SHAUGHNESSY:A lot of skeptics wondered win er, handle this last play. fades back. Crosley and. Johnson rush the. 
11,ow well the Musketeers would play without • PHILLIPS: Bill Phillips here at the Notre NDU defense. Avaquian goes wide.for a possi-
scholarships to attract high-powered com- Damehuddle.Bytheway,Sid;Parsegian'snot ble pass reception, and.Banschiewiczguards 
ped~ors and I think we can already see a coaching this game. He and Notre Dame's the· ten-yard line. Hold it, that's only.five guys! 
definite pattern in their performance. . first, second, third, fourth, and fifth strings are · SHA UG HNESS Y: Could be because there's 
·McDERMOTT: For sure, Sid. With twelve · playing another game somewhere in Alabama . only five guys on the Xavier tealll, Shawn. 
minutes left in .the first quarter, the score is at this moment. Any\Vay, Coach Brown forgot that he didn't· 
Notre ·name 49, Xavier.O. · SHAUGHNESSY: Then who are we playing? have a sixth man who, if he existed, probably. 
BIFF: Green! Beige! Magenta! I didn't know Notre Dame had a sixth string! would have tackled the ball carrier. Well that's 
McDERMOTT: Whoops, here come the Irish · PHILLIPS: They don't. This is the basketball .. the game: Notre Dame 506, XU 500 .. 
. again. ND's quarterback Vince Killemoll is. team .but they figured it'd be enough for the · , •• • •• 
running straight for Xavier's goal. He's on the Musketeers. Anyway, here's Notre Dame's McDERMOIT: Coach Brown, we lost the 
.40 30 20 hold it! Here comes X.U .'s Dougie janito er; sixth string football coach _Whitley game because you didn't have six men for your 
McVay! McVay's caughtup to Killemoll. He's McSwift to explain how he plans to call this six-man play. Could you tell our post-game 
right behind him he's right on him come on, all-important play. show audience why the Xavier team is so 
tackle him, you klutz!/ . McSW/F.T:Well, lfigureoneof~urguyswill small? · 
BIFF: Vermillion! Heliotrope! Prussian blue! take. the football and run toward the op- ·· BROWN: It's because we're non-scholanhip. 
Kelly, gi;ee'11·- ~ . · . · ponent's goal with it. When he gets there, he'll We. can't att~ct much~9f anybocfy. I mean, 
SH A UG HN ESS Y:. , 55.0,. Notre Dame! ·th.row it on the ground and jump up and down nobody who's any goc>d plays inter-COilegiate. 
Shawn, I don't g~t it. Xavier's Dougie Mc Vay a. lot. ·Then eveeybodym aet together a. few football'because theyJike it. lt's hellout there. 
had the ball carrier cold, and he didn't tackle. yards upwind ·of th~ Xavier goal' and ·. on that fieldflfyou wanttogetanybOdy,wh"O, 
He just clawed ineffectually at the man's back~ . ilomebody·will kick the ball over it. know.s what they're doing to pra~ around iil 
McDERMD7T:You've1ottorememberthat . McDERM01T:Tharik you, Bill Phillips. sixty pounds of gear in the hot sun and get 
Dougie McVay came 'to·. X.U. intercollegiate. Gee, Sid, ~at's not much ofa strategy. jumpcid on, you gotta pay him!! . 
ballafterseveralyeanoflntramurals. Hewas· S.HAUGHNESSY: ·Well, it's been g~od .McpERM01T: ·Thank. you, .coaci. Paul 
probably trying to tear off ~e ·nq.. . .. enoup so far;, .You know Notre Dame, Br~wn, .of ·the: 11ew Xavier~ Football··, 
· · ·· · · · •• •' •• · · 'Shawn1 When .'t'1!'Y find a win~g stratel)'.1 ; : ,Mµ"'eteen: : 'J'his is . Shawn' ~McDen.iott, ' 
·McDERMOrr:· At tbe.;end of the fint ii~lf. they just :hang ohto it. Say, here'i an~ther 1 ; WYXU.Sporta; · : · : , : · ;•,. ·. · · .. ·,; . 
By ROCCINA STELLATANO Previous k.nowled1e of th~ prec;iative peop~ in the world of in Russian and now in Japanese as 
_.. 11111 w1111r languaae is not a pre-requisite. The . foreijnen attemptina to leam their. contrib)ltions to the pneral aoals of 
~tere~ting 
new.· courses 
. (i:ff~red .lit· X 
The. semi-annual ritual 0f. Pre-: course will introduce the studentto · aanauaae. Wheeler said this course. the.University." · 
registration isonceagaincausingex- the: spoken Janauage ·and .the sho1,tld ~ of interest to the future The 'course, Introduction to 
citement and anxiety amang the hirigana syllabry, . and . later the · bulineas.men .since many· business · ~bUc Policy, '(PO 140), will be 
memben of academia ·at Xavier .. katakana .. ily~bry, for ·writing· transactions.are made between the taupt by. J?r. Neil l;leiahberger of .· 
Students strive to assemble· a Japanese. : .. · Unitec1·StateaandJapan;Headded, the Poht1cal. S~ience/~istory 
schedule that· will· suit. theif needs · Wheele.r emphasizei. the value of Japanese is relatively ~sy to ·speak Departments; It wall deal wath . the 
and mtere1t1 as well as meetthe eore learning foreian language is ~at the after some stliClying. . . , . wayi in whic:h public. poijcy ieta to requirem!n~. The q~~s~>."n!n1.~d lanauaae reflects the culture and vice The "course in· Japanese wm· be tI!e government and.Jlow:p)lblic: opi-.~. . 
wonden 1f such courses·exast:· . · yen.. AD Qrien~l.l&niua~ 1uch·a1, .'. otf'er~ m·two~year.ciyclesjliith the mon affects,governmental decision· M~st co~ne~ have f~flD!lts. that · Japan.e.iewill~iiitr~duce.the ~i~dent ElementaryHl'and 112'section1J;C.; ·· makiiig! Jiarticulir cue studies wilf ' 
con111t of listenm1 to one professor . to a culture different from:h11 own, ing :offefed · in; tl)e •97~7.7,~ school . be analyzed a.nd .diiCu~ in .the · 
. lecturing every .claii . period. : ba.sic:ally European.· ~ .orisin. · year·~njHhe:l~termecaiate 120:and · classroQm. There will .be a simu1a-· 
. However, there ·are a few courffi at. :.·Therefore, . the coune will· not only · . · 12l:coune~ ~l~ff~ in· 1977. 79~ · tion game and 'outside speakers ~ill 
Xav~er that deviate from traditional· be an initiation into ~e language. of ·· Dr.·~Mat1uYep; Ctuur~n of the talk ori topics ·pertinentto the subject 
subject matter ~nd customary · Japanese alone, but w~l also provide · ,Moc!'1rn· Languaa_e DeJ!a~~nt ~t matter of the course, The three hour. 
classroom presentation... . , . ·an outlook .on the, Oraental· culture. · Xavier; enco.u .. gea parti~~patiOn m . · credit'isinclud~ in ttiesocial scienee •·· 
..... 10 
· . ~e · o~. the , mor~. · ant~restang .',. ~co~ing· to tWhee!er!l who has:: thefn~w'.coune~1~Jn-add1t1on:t() the. module; ,'The!. c0une' :ia highJY, 
courses beang o.ff~red 11 Elementary, i stud~ Jafianese .for;sax· years,,aild 1,: Spanisb•. ~rench :and Ge~ ~~ : r~mmended by' Heighl:lergel'. fof:. · 
Jap~nese. I~ .~1U . be .. tauaht by .. ·has ~lso traveled1an1 ~country ex-'· are;Jracbt1onally·,taught,11he .said,, those·'studentslookiiagfOradifferent • 
""------Regastrar Onn .Wheeler S.J. tens1vely, Japanese are. the ,most ap- "we are very pleased· to offer courses, appr()ach to gove~~~~Htl po'~~.Y:: , 
. XawlerN-
The .President responds: a News interview· 
On Friday, April 23 News editors 
Robert Stegmoyer and . Rita 
· Schoenfeld held an interview with 
. Rev. Robert W. Mulligan, President 
of X&vier University. Below, are por-
tions of the recorded interview: 
on what steps have been taken on the used otherwise and work hard next· 
Security - 'issue. in light of the year to get money for these other · 
questions raised by theformer News purposes such as the Library and 
NEWS: · What types of programs · 
would you· like to see more oJ? 
amount of this unpaid tuition? 
MULLIGAN: Well, as of March 22 
NEWS: Are you in favor of bringing 
back Football as a nonscholarship, 
self-supporting, alumni-funded 
program? 
MULLIGAN: l'veneverseenaplace 
where a non-scholarship, self-
supporting program ever existed 
before; People may say that it does, 
but who pays the coaches, and how 
do you pay. off the equipment? rd 
really have to be convinced that it 
could exist. 
In the places where. rve seen low 
·budget Football, there has been very 
little student interest, which I think is 
really, the key thing; 
editorial board? . Faculty. Fellows? · . 
MULLIGAN: What we are going to Well,· it wasn't aii easy decision, 
do, as we normally do every year in but there were otlier factors. Some of 
July and August, is review these aux- the Trustees thought. that if it wasn't 
iliary services, so I could really built now, it would never be built. 
answer you better in· the fall. Others claimed that it would be the 
NEWS: So you wouldn't be aware, .best place for women's sports. Also, 
as of yet, of any definite problem in it would serve as a place for the com-
security? munity. There would be programs 
MULLIGAN: Well, it's something for the handicapped. It would also 
we go over every summer, and make be a facility for student intramu-rali. 
the changes; we've done that in the We train about 26% of all the 
past. . . Physical Education teachers in 
NEWS: So Security will be handled · Hamilton County, and when the · 
as part of a normal review at the end Ohio Board of Education was here,·. 
of the year? ·•. . about the only remark they .made 
MULLl~AN: Yes. . about the· Education Department 
NEW~: Do you think any of, th~ was that the facilities for, Physical 
questions ra'!edbythe·Newswll/be Education would' not be adequate. 
brough.t up ~ the review?. However, in view of our new facility 
------------ MUL~IGAN. Well, I t.h1nk. so. I they gave us a very high grade. 
haven t followed. the articles m the All of this seemed to tip the scales 
" ... we prefer to keep the Board 
small, with mostlypeopleoflong 
experience, and considerable in-
fluence ... " · 
News too care~ully. in the direction of the building. 
Overall, rd like to have theSecuri- · 
ty force highly visible, and I've asked NEWS: Will the facility be used over 
some people in the residence halls if the summer to serve the surrounding 
they have seen Security around, and community? 
------------ most of them said they had .... But I MULLIGAN: We are trying to 
don't know how you can solve·sc:ime avoid just the use of it, we really' ~ant 
NEWS: How do you feel about the of the problems with security. I aiso to have supervised programs,~: .": 
proposed cutback in Philosophy re- think that some of the people :are Also, the Cerebral Palsey 
quirements? · l H · MULLIGAN: I've had discussions re uctant to go to Security if they osp1tal has asked us to cooperate 
have something to report. with them.in the use of the facility. 
with Father Brennan about this, and NEWS: When will Phase /of the NEWS: Is the tuition increase for 
I feel we should have a substantial Sports Complex be completed? · next year due to oversights in the 
amount of Philosophy and MULLIGAN:Thearchitectstellme fundingo/theSportsComplex?· 
Theology ... whether it be either 12 or June 15. We had hoped to have it by MULLIGAN: I don't know how 
15 hours. . May 15, but a cold spell slowed the that idea got abroad: .. 1 mentioned 
NEWS: So You would be in favor of workers. that the maintenence, and the water 
12 hour~· if it g_ives the ~tudents a NEWS: When will f'hase ii be com- is part of the reason for the tuition 
goodph1/osoph1cal overview? .· pleted? increase, but not the building itself. 
MULLIGAN: _Yes, I would support MULLIGAN: They .·told us NEWS: So part of the tuition in-· 
that. · December I, but again, thesea:rejust crease· is due to· operation of the 
NEWS: Do you_think any reduction. conjectures. Complex? .· . 
of the Philosophy requirement could NEWS: What is the status of funding MULLIGAN: That's correct. 
have a long range effect on the Un- for Phase II? NEWS: What do you/eel has been a 
iversity? . MULLIGAN: We've gotten good low-point of the past year at Xavier? 
MULLIGAN: Well, many .alumni reaction from the alumni. Also, MULLIGAN: I suppose the thing 
haye. ~ IJ!IJCh greater affection for we've had a couple of foundation re- that really saddened me the most was 
ph!losopliy and theol~gy a,fter th~y qu~sts from the Kresge ~imd the death of Father Savage.· 
finish college than while they were m Fleischman Foundations, and . we 
college, and they may feel pretty expected to get substantial grants 
strongly about th~ .. I think tha~ in which we didn't get. However, wear:~ 
terms of our trad1t1on. and ob.)ec- going back to the Fleischman Foun-
tives, we'd have to have a substantial dation. . ' 
content. Also, when ~e try to make We had hoped for more supp0rt 
room for more electives, the other from these ·foundations, and· when 
"Well, I think there has to be a 
certain amount of antics such as 
Greek Week."·. 
MULLiGAN: ·Well, I think . there 
has to be a certain amount of antics 
such as Greek Week. However I th~n~ film is very important beca~se 
it is an.art medium. Also, I would 
like to see more students in the Stu-
dent Volunteer Program. 
NEWS: We'd like to see more 
students working for the News. 
MULLIGAN: I think a lot of people 
especially Freshmen, are afraid t~ 
work for the News. I worked on the 
·paper when I was in college, and I 
thought it was good experience ... 
Leaming 'to write clear, concise, ac-
curate paragraphs. 
NEWS: Could you comment on next 
years' enrollment? . . 
MULLIGAN: l guess the Freshmen 
class will be_'larger than last year. I 
also think there will be an increase in 
transfer students, but '1 haven't 
gotten any precise figures yet .. 
NEWS: Last year, you stated that 
you expect an increase in enrollment 
from 1700 to 2200 students by 1978. 
Do you think this goal is being 
achieved? 
NEWS: What has been your reac- MULLIGAN: I think Father Bren-
tion to the News this past year? · " nan talked to a number of counselors 
MULLIGAN: I think iflweretosay a few weeks ago, and he hopes to 
anything negative, it wouldn't be fair have 220Q undergrates students· by 
to the people who put in a lot of hard 1978. That should mean a Freshmen 
work last yea·r. I'm not a careful class of about 600. 
reader of the News: I suppose maybe NEWS: Do you.think we have the 
that~s a fault. However, I wasdisap- facilities, especiilJly·dorms, and the 
pointed from time to time in the staff to handle a large enrollment in-
reporting of things in which I was in- crease? · 
volved wh.ich really were notentirely · MULLIGAN: I think we have 
correct. I think if people would come enough for next year, but if it kept up 
and talk to me they could get more for two or three years we'd have to 
information. add more faculty. Also, I thirtk we 
it was $174,761.46. · 
.. NEWS: It is rumored that the Schott 
Building uses a good amount of Un-
iversity money for its upkeep. Could 
you comment on this? 
MULLIGAN: It.doesn't use any Un-· 
iversity money. The Jesuits who 
work here get paid a salary. We 
never see that money, but the 
building's maintenence and upkeep 
is paid for out of this salary, and at 
the end of the year whatever is left 
over goes back to the University. In 
· 197.S, we turned back .$224,000, 
while . some other Jesuit schools 
don't tum back all the money they 
get in ·salaries. . 
Staff Photo by RICK IEAGLE 
NEWS: 'How rJo you feel about in-
creased student particitpaticm on the 
Board of.Trnstees? , _ ..;,. _; 
MULLIGAN: :There :·are different 
kinds of Boards of Trustees. Now 
some schools have student represen-
tation on the Board; and they. may 
also have· the faculty.. represented. 
Some schools even have represen-
tatives for the employees on the 
Board ... There are all kind·s · of 
varieties possible, and they are all 
workable. At Xavier, we have stu-
dent representation at the level of the 
University Senate and the University 
Committees: However, we prefer to 
keep the Board small, with mostly 
people of long experience, and coit-
sider~ble influence .. ; My opihion is 
that the type of Board we have works 
best. 
"I suppose the thing that really 
saddened me the most was the 
NEWS: . . . have,enough dorms, butthere will be 
How about the .Mr. President car- fe~er si~gle occupancies. . .. ; , ' .... :!r': 
toon? . · ·. · . .. ' · NE'fS.: ,.Pp, 'yhll · thirik· Rene : 1 _ , "' .. pi . , : ·· · . .:,.. J.'.:·:. : , , , • 
, fi_eath of.Father ~avage.~· · · 
MULLIGAN: Wen, i•m afraid't'o'; Durand's ·work this year has done NEWS: So you wouldn't beinfilvor 
say, I d.on'tread cartoons. I suppose much to enhance this increase? . of any increased student par-· 
I should. · · .. MULLIGANi He's worked very ticipation? 
NEWS: Generally, people have . . hard . and effectively. I've gotten MULLIGAN: lfwe put the stude1,1ts ., 
,. , ; t ien,de~; }o f~i!if{ie the paper "iO,r , ·\g~d: f~Pq~s~, L"~e1,1~.;~~s been ,~o: .ori the Board of Trustees,"whidt:'' 
·;•;;· t {1fgat~~'f"!; 'P,Q y~u sense th?is~sbe~ 'Loyola Academy_ m Ch~cago,- and · ·.Peterha~s asked for, then -~e shoul!f': 
; : w.g, cm 1at~11u,de. of the ~e~s, 1 : , : :.:, 11,1,de ,, .'f~Y fine ~111p~ess1~n. . ) !. '~l~q put faculty, !llumni •. aqd staffpn: 
· MUtLIGAN: Well, I wasn'ti"eallya NEWS: Do you think that any the'Board of Trustees. · · 
close and careful reader ... but· rve . enrollment. increase was made ai the NEWS: So you would be in favor of 
heard people say just what you sacrifice of rigorous admission stan~ keeping the Board the way it is? 
·said... . . . . dards~ · · MULLIGAN: I ·think so ... but 
My attitude has been reinforced by· MULLIGAN: We haven't changed recommendations to the Board from 
comments people made. I think that any .• of our standards. Any· excep- various committees such as Budget 
the students just don'ttake things as · tions · that are made have to be Committee would be helpful. 
departments raise· their re· t~ey literally as older people do. reported back to the Admissions news; What is Xavier doing to 
quirements; - thought about delaying Ph~se 11 ~or NEWS: Could you voice anY. rea<;- C'?mmittee, and l haven't seen any prepare for the upcoming North 
NEWS:· Do you think 12 hours a. year. However, the architects m".' · tions you may have towards major evidence of this. Father Brennan had · Central Evaluation in 1978? 
would be substantial? forined us that a delay, of one year · campus activities .such .as .. '. Food al~ mentioned t.his a few weeks ago, MULLIGAN: Well, ·we will run a 
MULLIGAN: Well, 1 think it is. ·would raise the cost from s100;000 Week, Women's Week, Greek Week.. but he. was pleased~ith the good . self-study. Different divisions of the 
Twelve each of Philosophy and io $800,000., · .. · Speakers Programs, Films, Cultural· qualifications of the incoming Univ~rsity review what they are do-
Theology would be enough .. ;but it is Then; we found that:the, pledges .. Activities etc.? . . Freshman class. . · ing. They ask themselves what they 
· hard to demonstrateacut~ffpoint. due to the school by Decer.nber 1976 MULLIGAN: I get good reports on NE~s:.What are the effects on the are trying to do, whether the means 
. NEWS: How diies Xavier comfiare . would cover ~e cost of Phase II, but ._ most of the.se.'.J . th.ought the .un,1vers!'!' of the large amount ofun- are·available to do it, and what data 
to· 'other Catholic institutions , in . this dpes mean that ()ther thiriaa.we Speakers Program was good; _we had· paid tuition? . · they have to show t!tey a~e really do-
terrns of Philosophy,requirernerits?: have mind, for examplC;iDcreasing' some good peole here ... Ne~t ·year, M~LLIGAN:.1~ means that 1f·you · ing something. Thi~ self-study 
MULLIGANi I w~uld say,that,we the endowment forthe,E.1braryf!'fld we h~ve .Archduk~ <?tto,:·also, . fimshtheyear~1thaS~O.~~et,but should start next year,.and becom-
have more~ Also, I would ·say that the Fac;ulty Fellows Proaram miaht. Archbishop Bemardm 1s 'omg<to: have. $60,000. m unpaid tu1t1on, w.e pleted by December I, 1977. The 
some of the• other instiJutions Ji•v~ , not be possible .. W:hat:sbould we·do, , · s~end. a day .on campu.s .. J. lik~ these · really have to record a loss, This review is then sent to North Central; 
not been happy with.any;fecluctio-'s I not ·build <it,1 and wait'.&'.year,1 and . :·kmds ofprograms. fd1dn't~ea,r:to~· 'money . has to. be . made up and . they'll come here in March, 
they niiaht have made .... ·' - spend.SIOO.~·more,'or.sho~ld we:· ·much1about.the.·films .. •.1l1didn t-see: 'somew~e~. . . . I i. . 1978. J think we really shouldn't 
NEW.S:ICofl/d youP,leq.se comment .build 1t, usmgimoney thac m11ht be ttoo many·1of1them scheduled.I '· , · N.EWS. Do you. know the ex~ct have a'ny problem: ; 
..... 11 
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study French, and may choose elec-
tive in history, political science, 
geography, demography, literature. 
music, and art.. Classes meet five 
hours every day, and all are taught in 
French. When the students complete 
the program, they will have ac-
cumulated 44 credit hours. 
· Jean Markgraf, a French major, 
said she heard about the program 
when she first came to Xavier, and 
kept it in mind until she was eligible 
to apply. Markgrars main goal, she 
said, is to become as fluent in the 
language as possible. She is ·looking 
forward to the year with great an-
ticipation, althoug.h admitting that 
she is not quite sure of just what to 
expect. 
Bruce Paul, who has already 
studied in Argen.tina for a year, 
believes that being in a foreign coun-
try is a learning experience in itself. 
He is especially happy to have the 
opportunity to live in France, and 
plans to take adyantage of the 
program by traveling extensively. 
"Studying French, and preparing 
psychologically for living abroad are 
my mam goals for the next two 
months," said Paul. . 
"I first heard about the program in 
my Spanish class and was later per-
suaded by friends to apply," said 
Rita Schoenfeld, a sophomore Psy-
chology major. According to 
Schoenfeld, "I have never taken any 
courses in Fr~nch, and this is a point 
of anxiety for me." Schoenfeld's 
main goal is to get to know the peo·-
ple and feel a part of the country. 
Jim Kenkel,·a sophomore English 
major, stated he first heard about the 
program while still in high school. "I 
planned on applying since then.-
because it is a pnique opportunity 
for anyone to study in a foreign 
country," siad Kenkel. 
Th• Beck Pag• is a free classified section 
vailable to students, faculty, and staff of 
avier University. Ads should not exceed 
wenty words and must be submitted in 
riling to the N-• office c/o The Bick 
•11• no later than the Sunday preceding 
ublication. Sorry, no ad will be repeated 
nless resubmitted. 
THt: EXTRAVAGANZA is coming!!! 
\IARK MA\' 8, 1976onyourclaendarandbeapanof 
~he Hc\olu1ionary Spirit. 
C\Sl~O NIGHT. Bigger than the Boston Tea P,arty.' 
Dt:n.ARE your independence and join in the spirit of 
lhe da). May 8. 1976 . 
. JOHS: I llwe you. Deauicc 
FRAT HOUSE open for the summer. Contact Greg 
Sm11h al 745-3212. Hurry. rooms are going quickly. 
~'ORI>~ H:'XE NO mea_ning wh(n;sonicthing dies -
Sn I have qurned thcJll and .sent the ashes to you ~ 
~olhmg else is lctt. 
GET your 50's..()()'s costume together for next Friday 
night. 
TOM - 11 Greek Week led to our academic downfall. 
\\hat cJicJ the Haunted House do'! 
·ST AN .~ND JOHN - Enjoy and hang in there, it's 
alrnoM g .. ·er. , · 
Hll\I :1 Would you' be crushed to find out that Har-
\arcl's (ircek Weck tradition dates backover40ycar5. 
THE GR•:ATEST group of students in the world is 
lis1cd on p. 12 of the Greek Week booklet. 
NOTHING could be that crushing. 
WHAT has Ions ears a short tail and a nose that 
~igglc,. rHE BUNNY HE'S BACK. CAN HE'/ 
HASSAN MOTORS, INC. 
3813 Montaomety Road / Cincinnati, Ohio 45212 
531 5500 
. 100/o OFF 
on all 1ervtce and part1 to 
X.U. 1tudent1 and faculty 
with Identification car(f1. 
, ... ,2 
~ 0.~ ... afecoMW.'· 
they. are bought with YOU in mind •.. Herschede's have on their staff four 
Certified Gemologists, members of American Gem Society ... ·hundreds of 
diamonds are examined and only those with maximum sparkle and beauty are 
selected; you. will have complete confidence at Herschede's ... four tr~ined 
Certified Gemologists ••• the latest modern equipment •.. hundreds of gorgeous 
styles ... 98 reputable years as diamond specialists ... prices to fit the smallest· 
budget ... make her happy-COME TO HERSCHEDE'S! · 
Exquisite Engagement Rings From $75.00 
Use Herschede's Student Budget Plan 
Ask for our free booklet on 
- diamonds. n i J . e • W. Ft)URTH 
Y°"' lanU.111erlcWd, 
Sii.,,.,. Cllofp, · .. 
You'll eltjoy learning about this 
fascinating gem. 
. e TRI.COUNTY CliNTliR 
e ICliNWOOD PLAZA (J7C e e .MYDli PARK 5QUMS or Maater ~hart• la Weko•• at Henc!Nde'• 
x1v11r New• 
